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WHAT ARE PEOPLE SEARCHING
ON GOVERNMENT WEB SITES?
A study of search activity on the Utah.gov Web site.

The U.S. government provides a large amount of information to the public

on the Web. While the Freedom of Information Act requires the government and
federal agencies to disclose a great deal of information to the public, the Paperwork Reduction Act allows these agencies to maintain and provide information
through the Internet. Due in part to this Act, large amounts of government information have been put online and made publicly accessible. The provision of
information was generally considered harmless before Sept. 11, 2001. After the
terrorist attacks that day, the U.S. government and agencies
became more concerned about what information was put
online, and a lot of sensitive information was removed from
the Web shortly thereafter. This includes reports on vulnerabilities related to plants and control measures, maps of power
plants or water systems, emergency response plans, and so
forth [4]. Terrorist access to such information can potentially
facilitate terrorist attacks and become harmful to the public.
However, arbitrarily removing information from the government Web sites is not the best solution to the problem. If
too much information is removed, some legitimate requests
for information may not return results, causing inconveniences to the public. For example, members of the general
public also need to know the location of nuclear plants for the
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sake of their own safety and concerns. It is impor- governments to better manage the content on their
tant to study what information people are looking Web sites and support their online visitors [5, 6].
for on these sites in order to determine what Another reason to study the search logs is because
information should be made more easily accessible government Web sites may store information rele(or otherwise) to the general public. For example, vant to public safety and national security, the
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data.
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analyses have provided much
AltaVista. funded in part by the NSF. As discussed, our goal
information about the informais to study people’s search patterns for government
tion needs and searching behavior of search engine information, such as top queries, query term disusers, including their search topics and search char- tribution, and session analysis. Such analysis will
acteristics. Wang et al. also reported their study of help government agencies to better understand the
the information needs of the users of an academic public’s information needs, improve the design of
search engine [12]. The results of these analyses, their Web sites, and possibly uncover suspicious
however, are not specific to government Web sites. activities occurring on their Web sites. Here, we
There are several reasons for analyzing the logs describe the data collection process, the characterof government search engines. For example, it has istics of the data, and the analysis method as well as
been shown that users’ behavior in Web site search the query analysis results.
engines can be quite different from that of generalpurpose search engines [2, 12]. Search topics and THE UTAH STATE GOVERNMENT WEB SITE
other query characteristics could be significantly We collected more than one million search queries
different and research is needed to explore such submitted to Utah.gov from March 1, 2003 to
unique behavior on government Web sites. Study- August 15, 2003 [2]. Utah.gov has a Web site
ing the search logs can reveal the public’s informa- search engine accessible from the main page of the
tion needs on government Web sites, which allows site. Site visitors can enter search queries in the text
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USERS OF GENERAL-PURPOSE SEARCH ENGINES
HAVE MUCH BROADER INFORMATION NEEDS
THAN WHAT IS PROVIDED BY GOVERNMENT
SEARCH ENGINES.

box provided and submit the queries to the Web and a general-purpose search engine regarding the
site search engine. Our search log contains a total average number of terms per query and the average
of 1,895,680 records. Each record represents a number of result pages viewed per sessions [2].
request that can be a search query (requesting However, they show a lower number of queries per
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assigned a unique session id in our database; there It is also interesting to note the different distribuare 792,103 queries in total, submitted by a total of tion of the queries in the two studies. In addition,
161,042 unique users in 458,962 sessions. Each ses- we found that the top 25 queries in our data
sion has on average 1.73 queries, or 1.25 unique accounted for 4.48% of all non-empty queries,
queries. The latter number is much lower than the while the top 25 in AltaVista only represented
number 2.52 reported in the Excite study [11] and 1.56% of their data. The difference indicates the
2.02 reported in the AltaVista study [9]; the results queries in government Web search engines (and
are summarized in Table 1.
other Web site search engines) are less diverse. In
other words, users of general-purpose search
ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
engines have much broader information needs than
When we compared our data with that of previous what is provided by government search engines. It
search log analysis for general-purpose search is therefore desirable to customize the design of
engines, we found that Web users behave similarly government Web sites and their search engines by
when using a government Web site search engine making some prominent links to popular informaCOMMUNICATIONS OF THE ACM April 2007/Vol. 50, No. 4
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Number of Suspicious Queries
Submitted

tion in order to better cater to users’ needs.
All the 13 suspicious terms exist in the search
We also revealed some interesting seasonal pat- logs, indicating there are users who entered these
terns in our query logs. Seasonal effect has
been 1.queries
into effect
the search
engine to lookqueries.
for informaFigure
Seasonal
of tax-related
demonstrated in other search engines such as uni- tion relevant to these queries. While we have no
versity Web search engines [12]. For example, the way to determine the real intent of these users—
query “career services” occurred
more frequently in February,
March, September, and OctoNumber of Tax-Related Queries
ber than in other months. Sim1000
ilarly, the query “football
900
tickets” appeared most often in
800
August and September. In our
700
data, we found some similar
600
patterns for terms related to
500
information needs that are “sea400
300
sonal.” An example of the
200
search for tax-related queries
100
(all queries that contain the
0
terms “tax,” “irs,” or “internal
3/1/2003
4/1/2003
5/1/2003
6/1/2003
7/1/2003
8/1/2003
revenue”) is shown in Figure 1.
The number reached its peak
on April 15 (the deadline for
filing individual tax returns in Figure 1. Seasonal effect whether they are searching for such information
of tax-related queries.
the U.S.) and dropped quickly
for
legitimate
or for
otherpicas
purposes, it is imporChau
fig 1 use
(4/07)
- 26.5
afterward.
tant to investigate what information they are lookThe top queries and seasonal effect analysis ing for.
reveal the information needs of the general public
The first few of these queries are related to
on government Web sites. However, they do not nuclear and radioactive plants and substances. The
show the queries of people with specific purposes U.S. government was widely criticized for putting
(such as terrorists) because these queries would not detailed nuclear plant maps and nuclear substance
appear frequently in the data. In order to study the transportation routes on government Web sites
search of security-related information on govern- during the aftermath of the Sept. 11 attacks
ment Web sites, we identified a set of “suspicious” because such information potentially allows terrorterms with the help of a researcher specializing in ists to easily target such facilities for attack. When
terrorist research in the U.S. and analyzing the we took a closer look at these queries, we found
occurrences of these terms in the search log data. that some of them may not be submitted by the
The list of these terms and their frequencies is general public, such as “radioactive waste storage”
shown in Table 3.
and “nuclear waste transportation route map.”
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Because a lot of sensitive security information has this study, this kind of analysis could be useful in
been removed from government Web sites, a search providing alerts by identifying users who submit a
on the Utah.gov Web site with these queries did substantial number of suspicious queries.
not return any sensitive security information.
While our manual analysis showed that the IMPLICATIONS
Utah.gov Web site currently does not contain any While some of these queries were made by the gensensitive security information, we are unsure of the eral public for legitimate reasons (such as environsituation of other government Web sites. The U.S. mental protection or vaccination), it is possible
will be vulnerable if terrorists could find details of that some queries were made by terrorists for planning possible attacks. We suggest that such inforsuch information easily.
Some other queries are related to the water sys- mation is desired by both parties—terrorist groups
tem in state of Utah. One particular user searched may use such information for planning attacks and
for “map of pipeline.” Details of water systems and the general public needs this information for betpipeline maps are also important for terrorism ter protecting the citizens. It is important for govFigure
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to satisfy
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activities because terrorists can easily poison
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while by
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One possible solution is to put non-sensitive inforability in handling terrorism
attacks (or lack thereof ) or the general public is mation online while keeping sensitive information
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accessible only after verifying identification (or
looking for relevant information in this aspect.
security clearance if needed) at government inforAs discussed earlier, we have used information
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on cookies and IP addresses to identify users from mation offices.
150
Another solution is to put all information on the
the data. The originators of these suspicious
terms
are associated with a small number of users.
They Web but restrict access to sensitive information by
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were queried by 355 unique users, only 0.22% of measures like password control. This will allow
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the total population in this study. We further
ana- authorized parties to retrieve information more easlyzed the distribution of the number of0 queries ily, but will be more prone to security threats such
1 2 3of4 5 as
6 hacking.
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12 13 14 15 research
16 17 18 19 20will be needed in the
containing suspicious terms submitted by each
of Users
of information
security, such as user profiling
these users. As shown in Figure 2, each of these area Number
users submitted an average of 2.1 suspicious and automatic detection and alerting of suspicious
queries, with a maximum of 18. Although there is activities using data mining techniques.
Our analysis also indicates that a significant prono extremely high number of queries containing
suspicious terms submitted by any single user in portion of people are looking for information
Chau fig 2 (4/07) - 19.5 picas
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users submitted an average of 2.1 suspicious and automatic detection and alerting of suspicious
queries, with a maximum of 18. Although there is activities using data mining techniques.
Our analysis also indicates that a significant prono extremely high number of queries containing
suspicious terms submitted by any single user in portion of people are looking for information
Chau fig 2 (4/07) - 19.5 picas
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related to a small number of topics in government
Web sites, like tax information and the Department of Motor Vehicles. For example, the term
“tax” appeared in 3.59% of all queries. To allow the
general public to access online government information more easily, the Web site designers can analyze the search logs or the Web access logs. This
data can reveal more about users’ most-wanted
information resources and make the links to these
resources easily accessible by users, say, by placing
them prominently in the first page of the Web site.
For example, the LinkSelector technique, which
has been successfully applied to a university’s Web
site, can be used to select the most appropriate set
of links on the home page of a Web site in order to
maximize the efficiency and effectiveness of a Web
site’s usage based on log analysis [5]. Such techniques can be effectively applied in e-government
projects to improve the performance of government portals.
CONCLUSION
In this article, we have reported our research on
analyzing the query log of a government Web site
search engine and we found that some terrorismrelated queries do exist in our data. A limitation of
this study is that the analysis was only performed
on one government Web site. Nevertheless, this
problem must be taken seriously by governments
in their information policies. On the other hand,
as many countries have launched e-government (or
digital government) projects, increasing numbers
of government agencies are putting their information on the Web. The analysis of the search logs
helps us better understand what users are seeking
on government Web sites. Based on our study, we
make the following suggestions to government
agencies:

• Perform search log analysis to determine users’
search behaviors and monitor for suspicious
information requests.
• Make the most requested information more easily accessible to the public by putting it on the
first page of the Web site or creating prominent
navigation links.
• Develop a clear classification on what kinds of
information are potentially vulnerable to the
country’s security and establish guidelines on
what classes of information should be made
accessible online. Information with mid-level or
high-level sensitivity should be made available to
an individual or organization only after proper
authentication and/or security clearance.
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While removing vast amounts of information from
government Web sites is not a good solution to the
problem, it is not easy to strike a balance between
providing easy access to information to the public
and preventing terrorists from gaining access to
sensitive information. We hope the suggestions
proposed here will help alleviate the problem in
government Web sites. c
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